Email from Ramola D to Terri Ellis, DCF
Follow-up information to your visit today
Sent Saturday, April 28, 2018 at 1:51 AM
Dear Terri,
It was very nice to meet you today, on your home-visit to our home, although as you know, as I
stated up-front, DCF has opened this case on a False Report.
I wished to follow up with a brief note based on the recent report you shared with us today.
As you know, the allegations in that report of my mental stability and health are serious, and
extraordinary: not merely are they completely and absolutely false, they offer false medical analysis
from an unqualified, uninformed reporter, and they are extreme. To suggest that I have a serious
untreated mental illness is more than inappropriate: mentally ill, delusional, and psychotic people do
not engage in meticulous research, thoughtful interviews, organized writing and speaking, planning,
scheduling, relationship-building, and empathetic listening, all aspects of my ongoing work in
investigative journalism as a Science and Technology reporter. Nor do they win highly competitive
national fellowships in Poetry from the National Endowment for the Arts nor do their books win
national prizes such as the AWP Grace Paley Prize in Short Fiction, nor do they have new books
forthcoming with reputable presses, as I do. Nor, most importantly, do they have brilliant, talented,
loving, well-rounded children whose talent in Poetry, Fiction, Art, and Writing is nurtured and guided
daily by their mother.
It seems like my visit with Central Middle School Principal Richard DiCristafaro, Jr., on April 12,
2018 was greatly misunderstood by him.
I would like therefore to make a corrective Statement of Fact for your office and agency regarding
my informational meeting with the Principal, which was partially attended by the Vice-Principal as
well.
The meeting was cordial in its entirety, and involved my handing Mr. DeCristafaro, Jr.,
information related to my Art, Creative Writing and Natural Science workshops for children,
and important information regarding a subject endorsed and supported by Government
whistleblowers pertaining to the wrongful use of electromagnetic anti-personnel
technologies on Americans—which are military technologies being used today by criminal
miscreants in power to silence community activists, whistle-blowers, and civic-minded
citizens who express their views openly in simple exercise of their First Amendment rights.
This latter information accrues from subjects related to my investigative journalism
and reportage, and is fully related to my investigative journalism and reportage, which
can be found on my website at everydayconcerned.net and
Youtube/RamolaDReports. All information I provided Mr. DiCristafaro and Mrs. Susan
Shea Conner is sourced and supported information which can be verified.
Whistleblowers from the FBI, CIA, and NSA support this information, and have written
and spoken publicly about the matters contained in my informational flyers. This is
very important to stress: I do not report information which is not sourced or verified:
everything I report is based on the knowledge of high-level Intelligence officers,
military scientists, engineers, researchers, and analysts who can attest to the veracity
of my reports.
This information was provided to Mr. DiCristafaro as a Community Service and Public
Service, because it is information in the public interest.

Please see especially my interviews with Karen Melton-Stewart, NSA Intelligence
Analyst; Barbara Hartwell, CIA Intelligence Analyst; Geral Sosbee, FBI Special Agent;
Dave Case, Electronics Engineer; Richard Lighthouse, NASA Engineer; Dr. Edward
Spencer, Yale/Stanford Neurologist; Dr. Eric Karlstrom, Professor Emeritus of
Geography, California State University; Sherri M Guarnieri, Alzheimer's Advocate
Whistleblower for absolute, irrefutable evidence of the military technologies and their
use I research and write about. Please also see my coverage of military
whistleblowers who are speaking out: DOD/CIA whistleblower Robert Duncan, Paul
Batcho, a physicist at DARPA, UK Navy Microwave Weapons Expert Barrie Trower,
MIT and US Navy physicist Richard Alan Miller, and Dave Gaubatz of the US Airforce.
Regarding the FBI, please see the posted affidavit of Ted Gunderson, FBI Special
Agent in Charge, as well as the interviews with Geral Sosbee, FBI, and the words and
witness testimony offered by Mike German, FBI, in various articles. Additionally,
please see my publications of the important work in the area of tracking technologies
by Dr. Rauni Leena Luukanen Kilde, Chief Medical Officer of Finland, and in systems
analysis and high technology by Dr. Katherine Horton, Particle Physicist from Oxford
and CERN. There are many others. I do have a solid body of work behind me, with
powerful factual evidence which illustrates the truth of what I am reporting.
It is most regrettable that Mr. DiCristafaro and Ms. Susan Shea Conner did not follow the above,
that the information I provided, although related to sophisticated military technologies of which they
may have no awareness, is solidly supported and verified information. It appears that their inability
to learn more about these matters through research led to wild and unfounded accusations of
mental illness and instability.
As you have seen for yourself however, our child is healthy, cared-for, loved, supported socially and
familially, and contented. She is also a brilliant and diligent student, with qualities of caring,
conscientiousness, and community. She has won a major international art contest at 11 (the Model
UN Montessori Art Contest), published a beautiful poem at 13 in a national children's magazine,
and has completed the writing of many exquisite short stories--all with my personal guiding and
nurturing as an artist, poet, and fiction-writer myself. My after-school creativity workshops were
begun for her and her friends in Adams Montessori School when she was seven, after I noticed the
paucity of after-school art workshops in the area; she has taken nearly all my after-school and
summer-camp art, poetry, and story-writing workshops between the ages of 7 and 11. In addition,
as I explained, I have been the primary parent taking her to an evolving blend of extra-curricular
activities as she progressed from preschool through elementary to middle school, including ballet,
singing, gymnastics, soccer, swimming and currently language and Math classes; today my
husband and I share these duties amicably.
The notion therefore of there being "concern" of me being around my child is injurious in the
extreme. Far from being a "psychotic" with an "untreated mental illness," as per the slanderous
false accusations made about me, I continue to be a highly engaged, caring, loving, patient, and
nurturing parent. My parenting and caregiving indeed, along with my husband's, and our very stable
home life, has led and continues to lead to the most positive impact and outcome for our child.
While we appreciate your interest, there is absolutely No child neglect, and No untreated mental
illness in this home. We trust you have seen for yourself the truth of this reality. And we request that
DCF cease any further initiatives to invade our privacy as a family, which we believe would be
disruptive and detrimental to the health, well-being, and continued growth and flowering into fullest
potential of our child.
I enclose a copy of NSA Intelligence Analyst whistleblower Karen Melton-Stewart's letter as well as
FBI Special Agent whistleblower Geral Sosbee's letter in pdf form so you may replace the email cut-

out I handed you today, and will pass on any other letters validating my reportage and caregiving
which come my way.
Best wishes,
Ramola
**************
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